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I'm gonna do a thread on something that many American posters might not know,
about the rise of Zelensky to President of Ukraine. Buckle up, THREAD:
So Zelensky got his start as a comedian, where he was on a show where he played the president of Ukraine. This
show ran for 4 years and is allegedly immensely popular, and regardless of that shows quality, I get the distinct
impression it was astroturfed.

His show was put on a network, 70 percent of which, is owned by this guy:

Ihor Kolomoyskyi - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ihor_Kolomoyskyi

He was a close ally of this former Prime Minister right here, complete with retarded AWFL physiognomy, as well
as the central banker turned President of Ukraine until they were ousted in 2010.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yulia_Tym…

Yulia Tymoshenko - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yulia_Tymoshenko
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Viktor Yushchenko - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viktor_Yushchenko

Kolomoyskyi is an interesting character, and there's a lot to unpack here. He was appointed governor of
Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, very close to Donetsk, after the war with the separatists started, he helped fund several of
the volunteer battalions, including the neo nazi Azov bat.
This is despite him being very much extremely Jewish, he has Ukrainian and Israeli citizenship, as well as Cypriot
citizenship, who used his money to take over the jewish community organization of Ukraine by force.

He couldn't maintain popular support after this move, and like any good billionaire, just said "Fuck it, I'll build my
own nationwide jewish organization and fill it with people who won't dissent" Lets talk about what an absolute
crook this dude is.
post-gazette.com/news/crime-cou… Ihor stole billions of dollars from Ukrainian banks and transferred it to the
US under the pretense of funding a steel company, only for the money to go underground and another rust belt
industry to shutter its doors.

PG INVESTIGATION | Shadowy money built steel empire — with bank’s help
Months after Ukraine oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky and his partners abandoned an Ohio steel plant and left scores of workers
without jobs, financial crime experts...
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/crime-courts/2022/02/20/Ihor-Kolomoisky-US-banks-warren-ohio-steel-plant-ukraine/stori…

kyivpost.com/ukraine-politi… He is also under investigation in Israel for buying 20 million dollars in coal, selling
it to someone else, and shutting his company down before the check could bounce from the original seller of the
coal, who was a Belarussian Oligarch.

https://www.kyivpost.com/ukraine-politics/exclusive-oligarch-kolomoisky-allegedly-investigated-in-criminal-probe-in-israel.html

This guy got on Putins shit list for defrauding a Russian oligarch of several billion dollars, and even got on
Poroshenkos
 Follow
Us on Twitter! (Zelensky's

predecessor) shitlist for intimidating state officials with his own militia.
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This man is pretty obviously just a grifter and a mobster, who rips off eastern european oligarchs with contract
fraud, and hides behind the Western dislike for those same oligarchs to prevent his prosecution. But we did
mention he was on Poroshenkos shitlist, right?
He was dismissed as governor of the Dnipro area oblast in 2014, and immediately turned around and helped
ensure that "Servant of the people", the show where Zelensky acted as president, was aired on his 1+1 network in
Ukraine, of which he owns 70 percent of.

This sounds an awful lot like some petty billionaire revenge, doesn't it? Dismissed from your gubernatorial duties
by a president who was your ally because your corruption was too blatant and obvious, so you literally create a
president to replace him with?
If you want an American analog, this would be like if JB Pritzker, the governor of Illinois, was ousted by Joe Biden
despite being a financier of his, and in some vicious long game funded a reboot of the West Wing and had some
Colbert/Trudeau type play president and run later.
(I am aware presidents can't fire governors, it works different here but I'm just making a comparison)
This is the power behind Zelenskyy though, a grifter and mobster who has been ripping off Belarussian and
Russian oligarchs for billions, and look whats happening to his puppet
Just saying

Oh look guys, I didn't know about this:
Pandora Papers Reveal Offshore Holdings of Ukrainian President and his Inner Circle - OCCRP
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky rode to power on pledges to clean up the Eastern European country, but the Pandora
Papers reveal he and his close circle were the beneficiaries of a network o...
https://www.occrp.org/en/the-pandora-papers/pandora-papers-reveal-offshore-holdings-of-ukrainian-president-and-his-inner-ci…

Some highlights:
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"In the heat of the campaign, a political ally of President Poroshenko published a chart purporting that Zelensky
and his television production partners were beneficiaries of a web of offshore firms that allegedly received $41
million in funds from Kolomoisky’s Privatbank."
"Zelensky has repeatedly pledged to rein in oligarchs. The day after the attack on Shefir, the country’s parliament
passed a bill that would create a register of oligarchs and bar them from financing political parties or taking part in
privatizations."
Why would they set up offshore bank accounts at the same time that Kolomoisky was simply setting up an
allegedly benign TV production deal with Kvartal? Unless the entire point of the show was to astroturf Zelensky
into the *real* presidency all along...?

It's pretty obvious that Zelensky is his puppet, and more disturbingly, his "role" in Servant Of The People was
intended from the very start, to be "Life imitating art" in a wag the dog fashion.
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Breaking down Ukraine - let’s start with Zelensky’s
$35M mansion in Sunny Isles, FL built by Kolomoisky
and Pinchuk. $1.3B in the bank!!
Watch on Twitter
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